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MIN. 1.500 € 

 

MIN. 15 PZ 
 

SPORT CYCLING SUMMER JERSEYS 
 

 
 

ok 

Short sleeve sporty jersey anatomically cut on a regular fit.  It’s made of a fabric of 

micro capillary channels which allow rapid evaporation and quick drying. This very 

soft elastic jersey and fits all sizes thanks to the side elastic inserts. Frontal long 

covered zip and elastic fabric band on sleeve cuffs and useful rear pockets. 

 

(CUSTOMIZABLE GRAPHICS ON REQUEST-STARTING FROM 15 PZ - 32,50€ EACH) 

 

€ 59,00 € 32,50 € 41,50 € 68-85,00 

RACING BIBSHORTS 
 

 
  

Short cut racing bishort  with ergonomic shoulder straps and soft microfiber elastic 

upper leg end. The anatomical shape of the overalls ensures the correct 

compression of the muscles and during exercise, improves oxygenation of the blood. 

This helps delay muscle fatique. Combined with a new high performance 

cycling pad made in higt density perforated foam. 

€ 78,00 € 43,00 € 55,00 € 90-105,00 

DELUX CARBON SUMMER JERSEYS 
 

 
  

Slim fit short sleeve jersey anatomically cut. Made of a light and comfortable 

Carbon fabric which allow rapid evaporation and fast drying. Reflective  back band 

and pocket zip. 

€ 82,00 € 45,50 € 57,50 € 100-120,00 

COMPRESSION DELUX BIBSHORTS 
 

 
  

Delux and Compression bibshort cut racing bib with ergonomic shoulder straps 

and soft microfiber elastic upper leg end. The anatomical shape of the overalls 

ensures the correct compression of the muscles and during exercise, improves 

oxygenation of the blood. This helps delay muscle fatique. Combined with a new 

high performance Endurance cycling pad made in higt density perforated foam. 

€ 127,00 € 70,00 € 89,00 € 150-185,00 

SUMMER  AERO SPEEDSUIT 
 

 
  

Aerodynamic speed suit made in two different Lycra;  perforated and breathable 

superior fabrics to improved better body breathability. Combined with a new high 

performance cycling pad made in higt density perforated foam. Available on 

request with short/long  sleeves. 

€ 131,00 € 72,00 € 92,00 € 160-175,00 

WINTER THERMAL TIGHTS 
 

 
  

Long  tighs designed to keep you warm during your winter training. Made of soft 

and warm Super Roubaix fabric and  anatomical cut to ensure a perfect fit. 

Combined with a new high performance cycling pad made in higt density perforated 

foam. 

€ 90,50 € 50,00 € 63,50 € 100-135,00 

LONG SLEEVES MIDDLE SEASON-WINTER JERSEY 
 

 
  

Long sleeves jersey anatomically cut on a regular fit. Made  from warm and elastic, 

microfiber with soft fine fleece interior. This very soft elastic shirt fits all sizes 

thanks to the side inserts. 

€ 78,00 € 43,00 € 54,50 € 90-105,00 

MIDDLE SEASON 2-IN-1  JACKET (with removable sleeves)  
  

Multifunctional “two-in-one” cycling jacket with long zippable sleeves and under 

short sleeves. Made from thermal and windstopper fabrics  for keep a perfect 

balanced body climate.  Excellent fit and perfect weather protection. Ideal for mid-

season. 

€ 123,00 € 68,00 € 86,00 € 150-175,00 

WINTER WATERPROOF-WNDSTOPPER SPEEDSUIT 
 

 
  

Long sleeves thermo speedsuit made entirely of waterproof and windstopper 

thermal fabric to keep a perfect balanced body climate. Short legs and 

combined with a new high performance cycling pad made in higt density perforated 

foam. A perfect and unique item for your winter training! 

€ 180,00 € 99,00 € 126,00 € 220,00 

GILET WIND-WATERPROOF 
   

 

Anatomically Gilet made of a windstopper e waterproof special fabric.  

Very light and brathable. Useful rear pockets 

 

€ 65,50 

 

€ 37,00 

 

€ 46,50 € 80-105,00 
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DEEP WINTER WIND-WATERPROOF JACKET 
   

 

Deep winter cycling jacket. Anatomical cut and made in special thermal, 

windstopepr, waterprooof  fabric. Excellent fit and perfect wind and weather 

protection. Perfect to your deep winter ride! 

 

€ 131,50 

 

€ 72,50 

 

€ 85,50 € 150-165,00 

COTTON CYCLING HATS (exluse from minimun to 45%OFF)  
  

Classic cycling cap made of cotton and polyester € 14,75 € 8,00 € 10,30 € 18-22,00 

MISMATCHED CYCLING SOCKS (exluse from minimun to 45%OFF)  
  

Llight and breathable anatomically cycling socks. Made in Lycra and a polyamide 

resulting in superior stretch for stockings and socks. Made with a wrap band at the 

center of the foot and in micro areas providing improved fit, breathability, and 

improved blood circulation. 

€ 12,30 € 6,80 € 8,60 € 15-18,00 

OUTDOOR  SHORT SLEEVES “GRAVEL”  JERSEYS 
   

 

Regular fit short sleeve microfiber jersey, lighteble and comfortable fabric which 

allow rapid evaporation and fast drying. Dress like a T-shirts. Useful rear pocket. 

Perfect for your cycling outdoor activities! 

 

 (CUSTOMIZABLE GRAPHICS ON REQUEST-STARTING FROM 10 PZ – 25,00 EACH) 

€ 45,00 € 25,00 € 31.50 

 

€ 50-65,00 

 

 

SPECIAL PRE ORDER (45%OFF) DELIVERY: 

 DEPENDS OF STOCK AVAILABILITY,  IF OUT OF STOCK, NORMALLY IN 45 WORKING DAYS  

-  JUST 1 WEEK TO ORDERS RECEIVED BEFORE END OF FEBRUARY/FIRST WEEK OF MARCH 

 

 

PAYMENT BY BANK TRANSFER 

> Advance 100% from shipping EU.  Shipping cost UE (up to 3kg)  20.00 € cad 

 

REFERENCE BANK 

> BCC Pompiano e della Franciacorta. Filiale 4. P.le C. Battisti 8- 25128 BRESCIA – ITALY 

IBAN: IT33W0873511203033000331676 > BIC/SWIFT: CCRTIT2TBTL  


